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1 Introdução

In a famous piece, originally written in 1971
and recently reprinted, James Watson said
that “the embryological development of man
does not occur free in the placid environment
of a freshwater pond (...) Instead, the crucial
steps in human embryology always occur in
the highly inaccessible womb of a human
female” (Watson, 1998:2), that is, until the
the new reproductive technologies changed
this ages-old picture by creating unforeseen
possibilities of experimental manipulation of
the human reproduction process. Although
Watson was then confusing in vitro fertil-
ization - by then, a completely new break-
through in biotechnology - with originating
a human by cloning, he warns that it was “a
matter far too important to be left solely in
the hands of the scientific and medical com-
munities” (Watson, 1998:7) and ends up by

stating that “it appears to me most desirable
that as many people as possible be informed
about the new ways of human reproduction
and their potential consequences, both good
and bad” (Watson, 1998:7). Somehow an-
ticipating both the spirit and the letter of the
renowned Berg moratorium on recombinant
DNA that would ensue in the aftermath of
the Asilomar conference in 1974, Watson
saw it appropriate to suggest that a “blanket
declaration of the worldwide illegality of hu-
man cloning might be one result of a serious
effort to ask the world in which direction ot
wished to move. (. . . ) But if we do not think
about it now, the possibility of our having a
free choice will one day suddenly be gone”
(Watson, 1998:8). In fact, the first so-called
“DNA cloning” was performed in 1972 by
Paul Berg who integrated and expanded a
quimeric gene - a mixture of both bacte-
rial and viral origin - inEscherichia Coli;
vegetal cloning having been largely used in
agronomy since the mid-1960s, and animal
cloning in reptiles, fish and amphibia hav-
ing paved the way to the sucessful cloning of
mammals since 1986, the path to the cloning
of humans was open from then on (Alexan-
dre, 1998a:71-72). But while the Berg mora-
torium was to have a short term life, the spirit
guiding Watson’s concerns about cloning
would have a long-lasting effect: it can be
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felt as late as 1997, at the american Na-
tional Bioethics Advisory Commission ban
on human cloning (NBAC, 1998:45-65), and
the subsequent decree by President Clinton
by means of which the United States joined
most european countries in totally outlawing
human cloning. More recently, however, the
lifting of the total ban on human cloning,
starting in the United Kingdom, seems to
point to a turn in the future course of events.

It’s my aim to contend that, although the
essential fear from which stems the total ban
on human cloning provides a striking evi-
dence for the ultimate importance of what-
ever is at stake here, such a total ban, as a
mere administrative measure, cannot insight-
fully and effectively counter the technoscien-
tifical thrust that makes possible an ever in-
creasing experimental manipulation of bio-
logical phenomena in general and the human
body in particular.

2 Cloning , or: the automatism
of repetition

Replication has been typical of inferior or-
ganisms, largely vegetal and a few animal
ones, as well of celular populations grown
in laboratory cultures. The prospect of ex-
tending it to whole human bodies through
cloning, that initiated so much uneasiness
and controversy, could only arise by virtue
of modern biotechnoscience and against the
background of the omnipresence of techno-
scientific mediation to reality.

In fact, it has been said that it is the au-
tomatism of repetition that best character-
izes modern experimental technoscience to
the extent that itsmodus operandiis gov-
erned by the mechanical principle. It was

Galileo who, at the dawn of the scientific
revolution, stated that the creator of all things
could but have been adeus ex machinaand
in this was echoed by La Mettrie’s con-
cept of a “homme-machine” that, along with
Descartes radical separation betweenres ex-
tensaand res cogitans, was to have a long
course in the epistemology sustaining mod-
ern medical science. It has also been insight-
fully argued, namely by Marshal McLuhan,
that since the invention of mechanical print-
ing the “Gutenberg Galaxy” shaped modern
culture as a culture of copy. Plus, the au-
tomatism of mechanical repetition was also
instrumental in shaping the utopian thrust
of modern technoscience, best illustrated
by Bacon’s contention that modern science
vowed itself to make a more perfect copy of
nature than the original model itself.

The main concern of most critics about
cloning human beings is that it conveys a ma-
jor threat to what is commonly represented
as the most valuable in human beings, their
individuality and uniqueness, along with an
array of concomitant issues of parenthood,
identity confusion and so on. A cloned hu-
man being risks to become a fungible prod-
uct that can be used at will to satisfy other
human’s needs and whims. Such a prospect
appears to be specially repulsive to us as
inheriters of the categorical imperative that
commands us to never treat our neighbours
as means but instead allways as ends in
themselves and by means of which Kant
sought to conceive a rational principle of reg-
ulation of human relationships, thus shaping
the ethical and political world as rationally
as modern science appeared to be shaping
natural phenomena. From our point of view,
such threat to individual autonomy arises not
from the fact that cloning would create a bi-
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ological copy of a human being - nature has
been doing it for ages with identical twins -
, but from the purpose of copying in itself.
Richard Lewontin, who denounced the fal-
lacy of genetic determinism, according to
which both the biology and the biography
of the clone would simple repeat the ones
of the cloned individual, shades a fundamen-
tal light on this issue. It is actually the dan-
ger of commodification of human individu-
als that arises from the utopian (whether self-
proclaimed or subliminal) purposiveness of
cloning rather than from whatever biological
(ident)entity the clone may assume.

3 The humanness of the human
body

How human is the human body? It is a tru-
ism to say that the body isn’t human in it-
self and that being human couldn’t possibly
be reduced to having a body; however noth-
ing human can do without a body. How hu-
man the body, then? Descartes radical sep-
aration betweenres extensaand res cogitans
definetely removed the body from the realm
of humanness, and the Enlightenment never
ceased to consider it as a means to the ends
of the autonomous subject that inhabits or
possesses, rather than is dependent on, one
such body. Accordingly, the autonomous
subject is free to give away his or her blood,
or blood products, or entire organs, or any
other biological tissue or product, to be used
in all sorts of medical procedures, for they
lack the human quality - except maybe for
Yehova’s Witnesses - that allows us to make
use of our bodies like any other commodified
good; it seems that, in order to be deprived
of such human quality - which amounts to

saying: acquire the status os commodified
good - the human body just needeed to be
beheaded. The fact that the autonomous sub-
ject actually depends on his or her corpore-
ality to pursue autonomous ends is not really
overlooked by thinkers such as Kant, but,
instead, qualified by free rational will that
enables the subject to decide freely and ra-
tionaly - both being equivalent - in spite of
corporeality. The ban on slavery was based
on such assumptions, while the fact of ev-
ery child being born without having his or
her free will consulted about it was exten-
uated and even absolved by the claim that
the ultimate purpose of a child ever being
brought to the world must be the fullfilment
of his or her own ends, not the parents’. In
this sense, also, the autonomous individual
was allowed to freely give up momentarily
a part of his or her own freedom, such as
in the labour relationship, or definitely and
totally for a higher collective good, such as
in military duties or for the sake of someone
else’s life. In all instances, however, such
a renunciation could lawfully never entail a
dismissal of his or her own free will, which
would happen if, agains reason and freedom,
the individual chose to reduce himself or her-
self to slavery. In the modern Enlightened
tradition and thought, that is precisely what
would occur in human cloning: the purpose
of the existence of the clone totally ignores
the free rational will of the clone to the ex-
tent that all its life was meant not be be its
own to live and decide about, but someone
else’s commodity. And the reason why the
clone would risk to be degraded by his or her
becoming a mere commodity is because his
or her body is whole. No wisdom of repug-
nance - as Leon Kass called it, very much on
the line of Hans Jonas’ heuristics of fear -
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would have the chance of being called upon
to justify a ban on cloning if just a section
of the body was cloned. But this, from the
standpoint of the state of the art in cloning
techniques is still science-fiction.

4 Overcoming the wisdom of
repugnance

The ethical issues arising from cloning give
a hint about what a fundamental feature of an
ethics for biotechnology might be. It simply
cannot be an ethics that regulates scientific
research from outside science itself, in the
sense that it simply refuses to aknowledge
the omnipresence of technoscientifical pro-
cesses in the contemporary world, as moral
theology as been attempting too, along with
some trends of anti-technoscience philoso-
phies inspired by such prominent thinkers as
Martin Heidegger. The basic claims of onto-
theo-anthropologism arise from the assump-
tion that religious belief and theology suf-
fice to predefine human nature regardless of
individual experience that is deeply rooted
in time and space, history and culture. Al-
though not sharing the humanist vision of the
former, Martin Heidegger also preconceives
simbolic ability as the fundamental trait of
the human individual with his concept of au-
thenticity of Dasein’s experience, who in-
habits this world as a poet rather than a sci-
entist and so heroically makes room for him-
self in the world. In this sense, moral theol-
ogy enabled itself to ignore, for instance, the
suffering of women in favor of respect for
the pressuposed humanity of the embryo or
the foetus, and Heidegger allowed himself to
disregraded the victims of nazi Holocaust for
not dying an heroic, that is, human, death,

thus degrading their killing to the level of
the processing of both living and dead bod-
ies in a modern high-technology slaughter-
house rather than taking it for the truly hu-
man tragedy that it was. Both perspectives
ignore the individual, and they do so not in
what regards its uniqueness and autonomy,
but - and this is what really is at stake here
- in the fact that it is the individual the only
one who can experience either pain and plea-
sure, misery or hapiness, and reacts and de-
cides according to his or her own wellbeing
and interests. Accordingly, excessiveness of
individual claims can only be limited by con-
siderations of respect for the equivalent well-
being and interests of other individuals, not
the wellbeing or the interests of abstract hu-
man nature or predefined authenticity.

An ethics for the technological age, able to
encompass biotechnological breakthroughs,
cannot keep as its only task to evalu-
ate and regulate biotechnological procedures
and ends according to predefined patterns
of good and evil, aiming to adjust all new
biotechnological possibilities to a given con-
cept of human nature whose unchangeabil-
ity is both the horizon of all ethical judge-
ment and the final accomplishment of ap-
plied ethics in the regulation of tecnhoscien-
tifical action. Neither would such an ethics
reduce itself to a mere profesional ethics
or deontology of the scientific community,
which is much to often to concerned with
peer regulation interests than attentive to real
human misery.

In this sense, I would say that one could
reasonably expect that, maybe not for the
first time ever, but surely for the first time
in an unprecedented scale and with an ulti-
mate relevance, bioethics might inflect the
technoscientifical thrust - that not demiur-
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gically control its unstoppable course - in
that it would be instrumental in inspiring
technoscientifical efforts to pursue research
on cloning needed body parts instead of
whole bodies.
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